How to Make Hard Cider  The Easy Way
I made my first batch and it actually came out great! I thought I would share the recipe and
method with you so you can give it a try. This is a simple recipe made from apple juice, though
you can certainly use fresh pressed cider if you have access to it.
Cider Making Equipment
Most home brewers have what's needed to make cider on hand. Here's what I used for a 5 gallon
(38 l) batch:
● Large carboy (6.5 gal or 43 l) and airlock
● Transfer siphon and tube, funnel
● Aeration wand and oxygen (works best) or alternately you can use an aquarium pump
or just shake the carboy to aerate
● Keg system
●
I do not recommend bottling this cider as we will be backsweetening it, so if you were to bottle
you run the risk of fermentation starting again and creating bottle bombs. This recipe works best
with a keg system such as Cornelius kegs that let you reduce pressure if fermentation starts
again.
Easy Cider Recipe
Here's what I used to make the cider. The recipe was provided by Nathan McBride who attended
a Craft Beer retreat with me:
● 2 lbs (1 kg) Brown Sugar
● 4 gal (15 l) of 100% Apple Juice (no preservatives!)
● White Labs Cream Ale Yeast (WLP080)
● Diamonium Phosphate (DAP) Yeast Nutrient  staggered into 3 x 1 tsp additions
● 34 Containers Apple Juice Frozen Concentrate (for backsweetening, each would make
2 quarts (2 l) of apple juice if water was added)
● 1 tsp Vanilla Extract (at kegging)
● 2 Cinnamon Sticks (kegging)
● 1/4 tsp Nutmeg (kegging)
● 1/4 tsp Allspice (kegging)
● 1/4 to 1/2 tsp of Potassium Metabisulfite (see instructions)
● 2.5 tsp of Potassium Sorbate (see instructions)
Steps for Making the Cider
1. Boil 2lb (1 kg) of Brown Sugar in 2 quarts (2 l) of water to sterilize it, then cover and
chill slightly

2. In large 6+ gal sanitized carboy, add four gal (15 l) of apple juice. Make sure the apple
juice has no preservatives such as sulfites or sorbates which will inhibit fermentation.
Sanitize the tops of the apple juice before opening/pouring.
3. Add brown sugar mixture to the carboy, then top carboy up to a bit over 5 gallons (19 l)
4. Add 1 tsp of DAP yeast nutrient, and aerate cider (I used pure oxygen) or you can
shake it or use an aquarium pump to add some oxygen to the mixture.
5. Pitch the yeast into the mixture at 70F, and seal it with the airlock. The original gravity
should be around 1.048
6. Within 24 hours you should see some active fermentation. Add 1 tsp of DAP yeast
nutrient at 24 hours.
7. Add one final 1 tsp dose of DAP at 72 hours (3 days) and allow it to ferment out for at
least 10 days. Mine took a bit over 14 days to complete fermentation. You may get
some sulfur odors from the yeast  this is normal.
8. Rack the cider into a keg, leaving at least 2 quarts (2 l) of headspace in the keg so you
can back sweeten it.
9. When racking, add 1/4 tsp (to 1/2 tsp) of Potassium Metabisilfite which will inhibit
remaining yeast. Purge air from the keg and cold crash the cider in a refrigerator. My
final gravity came in at 1.007 before backsweetening for an alcohol content of 5.5%.
10. After another 12 hours, add 2.5 tsp of Potassium Sorbate which will also inhibit yeast
growth. You want to wait until you have some sulfite in the cider before you add the
sorbates or you run the risk of a "geranium" (gerinol) off flavor. Return the keg to the
fridge for conditioning.
11. After at least three days, the yeast should be rendered inert, and you can backsweeten.
Now add the two spices, Vanilla extract, and cinnamon sticks. Finally add 34
containers of apple juice concentrate. Each container should make (if mixed with
water) 2 quarts (2 l) of apple juice, though we're not mixing them with water here  just
adding the concentrate directly to the keg. I prefer 3 containers, but if you like really
sweet cider you can use 4 containers.
12. If you want to clear the cider more quickly you can use SuperKleer at this point. This
is a two part clarifier and it works quite well.
13. Seal and purge the keg one final time, then return it to your keg fridge and put it under
pressure to begin carbonating it. I server my cider fully carbonated at roughly 2.5
volumes, just like my beer.
14. If you can wait, the cider will reach peak flavor in another 34 weeks. There is an
initial sharp flavor that will fade over time and also the spices will settle and smooth
out over time.
Again, I recommend kegging the cider and not bottling it as there is always the risk of
fermentation starting again and overpressuring your bottles.

The Verdict
I was not a big cider fan, but that has changed now. I actually really enjoy this cider! Its not
overly sweet, but its also not dry like plain fermented apple juice. It is surprisingly clean and
drinkable, and is light enough to be enjoyed by noncider drinkers. The spices which come
through strong at first will mellow with age and add a nice counterpoint to the dry alcohol and
sweet juice addition.
Variations
Once you have the base recipe down there are a ton of potential variations. For a strong winter
cider you can add more brown sugar to up the alcohol content, and also increase the holiday
spices to add more of a holiday finish to the cider. Fruit is also a great addition. You can add
fruit to the fermenter or add it when backsweetening. Nonapple fruit juice concentrate is
another great addition. Finally you can vary the yeast used or base apple juice used for varying
effects.
I spoke with Marshall from Brulosophy and he recommended a 34lb bag of frozen mixed
berries or frozen tart cherries from Costco. He lets them thaw overnight, then squishes them up
in the bag and adds the contents directly to the primary after primary fermentation has
completed. He then lets it ferment for an additional week before adding the sulfites/sorbates and
backsweetening. He says that the fruit adds a nice fruity hint to the finished cider. I may give
this a try on my next batch.
I hope you get to make and enjoy some of your own cider. Thank you again for your continued
support!
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